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I t was a mixed season on Pakistan's mountains, not least on the 8000m
peaks. While not a single climber reached the top of Gasherbrum I, a

total of 25 summited K2 and were the fIrst to do so since July 1997. June's
fine weather was rather too early for most expeditions to mount a summit
bid, and by the next suitable period towards the end of July a signifIcant
number of teams had already run out of time and left for home. Inevitably,
there were several near misses but fortunately only one death. Sadly, this
occurred to one of Spain's best-known mountaineers, Felix Iiiurrategi.

The weather in the Karakoram was good throughout most of June and
excellent in the latter part of the month. After this, however, the only clear
weather window occurred briefly towards the end of July, with August
generally bad owing to the influence of a heavy monsoon, and early
September only marginally better. Access to Concordia for the 8000m peak
base camps was easy early in the season owing to the low winter snowfall,
but dry conditions on lower peaks and glaciers presented problems for
numerous expeditions.

The Baltoro SOOO-metre peaks
Gasherbrum IT (803Sm) A total of 45 climbers representing 10 expeditions
reached the 8035m summit of Gasherbrum IT, all between 20 and 30 July.
These included many French and Swiss (three Swiss expeditions under the
overall direction of the guide, Kari Kobler), 12 Austrian and German
climbers from a very successful commercial expedition led by Ralf
Dujmovits (climbing his seventh 8000m peak), the fIrst Venezuelans, Carlos
Casillio and Jose Delgado (who spent the previous month unsuccessfully
attempting Gasherbrum I), and the Latvian, Ilgvars Pauls (who is also a
Seven Summiter). There were several veterans such as the Austrians, Albert
Hausler (59) and Jurgen Spescha (57), and a number of women such as
Martine Maurette (France), Barbara Hirchbichler (Germany), Michele
Mirat and Madaleine Pasche (Switzerland), and the Austrian, Paula Hub,
who has a couple of 8000m peaks to her name and whose husband made
one of the very early ascents of the peak back in July 1979.
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An increasing number of local high-altitude porters are also reaching the
summits of 8000m peaks and last year saw Whad Ali Shah, Amin Ullah
Baig and Sajed Ullah Baig, Qadrat Ali, Rasul, Subz Ali and Ghulam Rasool
all reach the top of Gasherbrum II.

There were three Spanish teams on the mountain, one of which, a group
of Catalans, included the well-known lfiurrategi brothers, Alberto (31)
and Felix (33), who were attempting to add both Gasherbrum I and II to
their long list of 8000m peaks. Starting with Makalu in 1991 the two brothers
had climbed to the summits of 11 of the giants, all without the use of
supplementary oxygen, before coming to Pakistan in June. Like everybody
else in the field, they were prevented by poor weather and snow conditions
from seriously attempting Gasherbrum I, but both reached the summit of
II on 28 July. Later the same day, as the pair were descending from Camp
II (c6500m) using in-situ fixed ropes, Alberto remembers arriving at an
anchor point with two ropes. He clipped in to one and slid down to the
next belay station. Just a few minutes later his older brother, Felix, was
beginning his descent of the other rope, when either it snapped or the
individual anchor failed. Felix fell more than 400m to his death.

Broad Peak (8047m) The very unsettled July weather prevented most
expeditions from reaching the summit of Broad Peak. Only those who were
able to remain at base camp until the end of July, stood any chance of
success. Fifteen climbers reached the top, a remarkably low number
compared with the normal tally. All were on the Normal Route.

Five Japanese and two Pakistanis summited between 26 and 30 July.
These included: Hideji Nazuka, making his eighth ascent of an 8000er,
and Ali Musa from Shimshal, who both reached the foresummit on an
earlier attempt that season; 58-years-old Kazuyoshi Kondo, making his
fifth ascent of an 8000er, and Muhammad Hussain from Machulu; Hideto
Kurahashi and Masahide Matsumito, who, due to deep snow, were forced
to make an unplanned bivouac just below the foresummit during the ascent.
A Korean expedition was also successful; five Koreans and one Pakistani
(Nizir Hussain), including Park Young-Seok (his 12th 8000m peak). There
were also two Hungarians, Zoltan Acs and Laszlo Mecs, from an expedition
led by David Klein, making the first Hungarian ascent of the mountain.

K2 (861lm) Twenty-five climbers reached the summit of K2, more than
in any single year since 1996. All expeditions tackling the mountain from
Pakistan last year did so via the Abruzzi Ridge or the SSE Spur (aka the
BasqueRoute). Some attempted both. The first to summit were four Koreans
on 26 June via the SSE Spur. Four more from this l1-member team sum
mited three days later. The Koreans fixed 3000m of rope and all but one
member used oxygen on the summit day. The one Korean climber not using
supplementary oxygen was the accomplished Park Jung-Hun, who had
already climbed the SW Face of Everest and the South Face of Annapurna.
However, he appears to have suffered very severe frostbite in one foot.

It was exactly one month before any other climbers were able to summit,
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but from 29-31 July a total of 19 people reached the top. Most of these
climbed via the Abruzzi Ridge and included the first Brazilian, Waldemar
Niclevicz, the first Turkish climber, Nasuh Mahruki, the first Ecuadorian,
Ivan Vallejo, the fifth Nepalese, Shera Jangbu Sherpa from the Khumbu
and the sixth British climber, Andy Collins, from a predominantly American
expedition led by Gary Pfisterer, husband of the late Ginette Harrison.
Summiters also included the Italian guide from the Aosta Valley, Abele
Blanc, completing his 11th 8000m peak. Blanc and Niclevicz were the first
to break trail above the Shoulder on 29 July and did not make the highest
point unti16.00pm. They descended through the night, with Blanc reaching
the top camp on the Shoulder at 4.00am, while Niclevicz decided to seek
refuge in a crevasse and finally returned at 7.00am.

Another well-known but controversial figure in Korean mountaineering
also made the summit. Urn Hong-Gil (39) was making his first attempt on
the mountain as part of a well-equipped and strong Korean team.The story
of Urn reaching the summit on the 31st, having abandoned the Hushe porter,
Ali Mohammed, on the Shoulder when the Pakistani became seriously ill
(to be later helped down the mountain by the American, Fabrizio Zangrilli,
from Pfisterer's expedition) and the furore at Base Camp has been well
documented. Pfisterer's group wish to emphasise that the Korean team
that first opened the route and summited in June displayed the opposite
character, giving oxygen for one-and-a-half hours from their own sets to a
Pakistani porter high on the mountain when he became sick.

Urn Hong-Gil's claim to have climbed all the fourteen 8000ers is widely
disputed, as there appears to be very strong evidence from his companions
on Lhotse (1995) that he stopped well short of the summit and it is known
for certain that his two ascents of Shisha Pangma (in 1993 and 1994) were
only to the Central Summit.

All this somewhat overshadowed the greatest performance on the moun
tain during the season. Two very well-known and respected mountaineers,
Yasushi Yamanoi from Japan and Wojciech Kurtyka from Poland, who
were part of a five-member team that included Yamanoi's wife, the very
accomplished high-altitude climber Taeko Yamanoi (formally Nagao), were
planning to attempt the unclimbed East Face in alpine style. However, af
ter three sorties, each defeated by bad weather, and a subsequent attempt
on the SSE Spur, only Yamanoi felt motivated to continue.

Leaving base camp at midday on 28 July, Yamanoi climbed alone up the
SSE Spur to reach the Shoulder by 4.00pm the following day. After a short
night's rest he reached the summit at noon on the 30th and was back in
base camp on the evening of the 31st. This is probably the fastest time (48
hours) in which this route has been climbed, but in 1986 Benoit Chamoux
reached the summit via the Abruzzi Ridge injust 23 hours from Base Camp.

One climber who did not make the top was 43-years-old Hans
Kammerlander, who was trying for the second year in succession to ski
from the summit. He reached the Shoulder at the end of June's good weather
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period but was not sufficiently acclimatised to go much further.
Kammerlander feels that K2 is completely skiable via the SSE Spur, except
for a 50m rock section in the Bottleneck, and is coming back for another
attempt in 2001. However, on 14 June, prior to the attempt mentioned above,
Kammerlander led a large party of 'clients' to the top of an unnamed peak,
c6000m, located west of Broad Peak Base Camp. This appears to have
been a first ascent and an application to name it has been made to the
appropriate authorities.

There were five expeditions attempting the North Ridge from the Chinese
side: Samdruk's powerful Tibetan team attempting all the 8000m peaks;
an American-led group; a Japanese and a Mexican expedition, plus two
German climbers. Reports suggest only a few of the climbers were prepared
to put in the work fixing ropes etc, while the rest sat back and waited for
the job to be completed.

The Americans, who included well-known mountaineers, Paul Teare and
cameraman Jeff Rhoads, as well as the female high-altitude climber, Heidi
Howkins, were at base camp for several months and made repeated attempts
on the Ridge but were never able to get above c7500m. Howkins and the
Spanish climber, Araceli Segarra, were_both attempting to become not only
the sixth female but also the only living woman to have climbed K2.
However, all expeditions failed.

Central Karakoram
Kondus Valley - Tahir Tower Americans, Dave Anderson, Jimmy Chin,
Steph Davis and Brady Robinson, managed to gain permission to visit
the Kondus Valley, close to the war zone on the disputed lndo-Pakistan
border. The four Americans chose an impressive, virgin, clOOOm-high rock
spire in the lower valley, which they named Tahir Tower, reaching the
summit on 20 July after 10 days on the face and 35 pitches with maximum
difficulties of 5.11 and A3. The route was christened All Quiet on the Eastern
Front. The team reported good relationships with the Pakistan military met
in the valley during their stay.

Hushe Region
The Nangma Valley This valley is rapidly establishing itself as one of the
premier rock-climbing venues in the Karakoram-Himalayan chain and
several major new routes were added last summer. Unfortunately, it is also
reported that last summer a huge mudslide wiped out Kande, the village at
the entrance to the valley from where all expeditions recruit their porters.

Shingu Charpa (The Great Tower) Koreans, Shin Dong-Chul, Bang
Jung-Ho and Hwang Young-Soon, made the first ascent of Shingu Charpa,
5600m (aka The Great Tower) in the Nangma Valley. The three Koreans
reached the summit on 23 July after overcoming difficulties rated at 5.11
andA2.
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Amin Brakk Adolfo Madinabeitia, with his partner Jua Miranda,
returned to the West Face of Amin Brakk (c5850m) last summer to create
Namkor, a l550m line between the two routes completed in 1999; Sol Solet
to the left and Czech Express towards the right side of the face. The new
route has 31 pitches with approximately half free up to 6b+ and half aid.
Namkor (Balti for 'bad weather') becomes the second route on Amin Brakk
to be awarded the AS rating.

Brakk Zang A Korean team made two new routes on the South Face of
this 4800m rock spire west of Amin Brakk in the Nangma Valley. One,
Anjong Neonj(5.9 and A4-) , was immediately to the right of the pillar taken
by the 1998 British Route, and one, Moon Sung Wook (5.9 and A3+), a little
to the right again but still left of the Spanish SE Pillar climbed in 1998.

Kharidas Valley The North American trio of Nils Davis (USA), Sean
Isaac (Canada) and Todd Offenbacher (USA) made the first ascent of a
previously unnamed granite spire in the Kharidas Valley, the next valley
north of the increasingly popular Nangma Valley in the Hushe region. The
three were only the second party to climb in this valley. On 18 July they
made the first ascent of a spire, which they named Ibrahim Brakk (c5200m)
after their Balti cook. On the last pitch, which nearly defeated the team,
Davis was able to pull out a fine lead, overcoming loose ground and
crumbling flakes with only marginal gear, to complete a pitch of 5.10+ and
arrive on the summit one hour before dark. The climbers, who were
carrrying no bivouac equipment, made a rappel descent through the night,
leaving behind half their rack. No bolts or pegs were used and the route
was christened Azad Kashmir ('free Kashmir'), 700m: V 5.10+R.

Chogolisa (7665m) In a significant relaxation of security around the
war zone on the Indo-Pakistan border, Spanish film maker, Sebastian
Alvaro, gained permission to attempt Chogolisa via the East Ridge in order
to portray early Karakoram explorations of the Duke of Abruzzi. Well
known Spanish climbers such as Jose Carlos Tamayo played characters,
dressed in period costume. Unfortunately, the attempt failed.

Baltoro and Panmah Muztagh
Trango Group
Great Trango, SW Ridge Americans, Miles Smart and Tim O'Neill,
made a spirited attempt on the unclimbed SW Ridge, which bounds the
right side of the great NW Face climbed by Russian and American teams
in 1999. The pair adopted a lightweight approach and in late August reached
a point just a few pitches below the summit ridge after a 4'12-day push.
Technical difficulties have been quoted as 5.10 and A2. At their high point
a storm intervened and the pair were forced to make a difficult 11/2-day
retreat down the ridge, making nearly 2000m of rappels. This monster ridge
has seen only one previous attempt, by Spanish climbers in 1990, and the
two Americans believe they climbed to much the same high point.
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Trango Tower A six-member German team made the third ascent,
probably all-free, of the 1989 Albert-Giillich route, Eternal Flame, on the
South Face, right of the 1976 British Route. The team fixed ropes above a
high camp on the Sun Terrace and finally reached the summit in two groups
on 22 and 27 July. Eternal Flame was also the venue for a 'speed attempt'.
Smart and O'Neill tried the route twice. On the second attempt they had
reached a point nine pitches from the summit after only nine hours of
climbing, when O'Neill took a massive 35-metre fall. He was badly bruised
but otherwise surprisingly uninjured. The pair retreated.

Three very experienced Mexican big-wall climbers hoped to make the
first Latin-American ascent of the tower via a capsule-style ascent of the
Slovenian Route but they gave up sometime during August.

Little Trango Tower Americans, Brian McMahon and Josh Warton,
made a possible first ascent of the small spire on the ridge between Trango
and Great Trango Towers. The pair reached the tower from the Trango
Glacier to the west and climbed the seven-pitch PM Wall at 5.10.

The Hainabrkk Group
Hainabrakk East Tower Americans Heather Baer, Roxanna Brock, Brian
McCrayand Steve Schneider made the first ascent of Hainabrakk East Tower
via an all-free llOOm route on the SW Face christened For Better or For
Worse. Operating as two male-female couples, the team first fixed ropes to
approximately one-third height, then spent two weeks on the wall, climbing
every pitch except five on sight. The five were first worked then redpointed
and had difficulties up to 5.12a. The middle part of the route offered less
than perfect rock but the upper section was beautiful golden granite with
fine jamming cracks and the occasional chimney.

The four Americans reached the summit only one day in front of a second
American team, Jonathan Copp and Michael Pennings, who were making
their own new route on the tower during their first visit to Pakistan. These
two climbed the East Face in a continuous push of just 21/2 days, naming
their line Tague it to the Top (after the late Cameron Tague, who was killed
in a fall on Longs Peak last summer). Most of the route went free with crux
sections of 5.11 but there were two pitches of aid (C2) and a difficult tension
traverse. This impressive granite tower stands south of the more famous
Shipton Spire (or more properly Hainabrakk).

Prior to this, Copp and Pennings had made the first ascent of the adjacent
eat's Ears Spire. The pair took one small tent and a single sleeping bag,
climbing the 1200m route completely free except for three pendulums. Their
first foray was blocked by bad weather but on the second attempt they took
one day to return to their high point, sat out a storm on the second day and
then made the summit in a continuous 24-hour push on the third. The final
pitch was a lOm-high 5.9 monolith with only one point of protection and
no summit belay, which forced both climbers to lead and then climb back
down the pitch. The 23-pitch Freebirdwas rated 5.11 + and AO.
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There was considerable activity on the increasingly famous 5852m tower
north-west of Vli Biaho commonly known as Shipton Spire. Three Basque
climbers, Jose Eskibel, Jokin Larrafiaga and Tasio Ortiz, tried to complete
the line of the original attempt on the spire, by Americans, in 1992. But by
mid-August, after 21 days on the ascent, they chose to retreat after climbing
1150m with difficulties up to A4 and 6b.

Two other Spanish climbers tried to make the second ascent of Inshallah
(Davis/Harvey/Shaw, 1998: 1,350m: 5.12a and two moves of AI) up the
middle of the South Face in late July/early August but retreated after
climbing only 500m of the route at 6a and A2.

The second ascent of InshalIah was made in a very fast three days by the
dynamic partnership of Copp and Pennings, shortly after their ascents of
both the East Tower and Cat's Ears Spire. The two rated the climb highly
and compared the quality of the rock to anything found on El Capitan.
They went for speed rather than a pure free ascent and used aid when the
climbing got hard but it is reported that during all three ascents (and
descents) in the region, they only placed five pegs and took four of them
back home.

Hainabrakk (West) Tower Finally, after their ascent of Little Trango
Tower, Brian McMahon and Josh Warton appear to have climbed a multi
day rock route on one of several lower buttresses that rise to the summit
ridge of Hainabrakk (West) Tower. Unfinished Symphony went at 5.10
and Al but the climbers did not continue up the long summit ridge.

Latok rn (6949m) The Russian big-wall team of Sergey Efimov, Yuri
Koshelenko, Alexander Ruchkin and leader, Alexander Odintsov, had their
eyes set on the unclimbed West Face of Latok rn, but their attempt nearly
ended in disaster. The face is 2000m high with the first section a snow/ ice
slope and the upper 1300m an impressively steep rock wall at relatively
high altitude.

Latok III was to be the fourth summit of the on-going project entitled
'Russian Way - Big Walls of the World'. Koshelenko had hoped the team
would attempt the face in alpine style but he was out-voted on his choice of
line and the four went for a direttissima towards the left side of the face that
would require a capsule-style approach and much aid. They started their
ascent on 19 July, hauling an initial load of 100kg up the broad couloir on
the left side of the face. The four took two days and climbed around 25
pitches to get established at the start of the rock wall (c5700m). A heavy
snow covering on the 450 -600 ice slope had made the ascent to this point
hard work. Above, the team progressed slowly, climbing only 21

/, pitches
over the next two days (6 and A3+) to reach an altitude of c5835m. The
corner they were trying to ascend was composed of poor rock and
Koshelenko's suggestion to descend and outflank the obstacle by climbing
the buttress on the left appears to have been ignored. If further proof were
needed, while lying on their portaledge at the end of a day in which
Koshelenko had already received a cut to the head from a falling stone,
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a large rock burst through the tent fly and completely shattered Koshelenko's
helmet. It snowed heavily for two days, confining the Russians to their
ledge. However on the 25th the weather seemed to be on the mend and the
team set off up the wall, only to get caught in more stonefall. This time
Koshelenko, who was jumaring back up the fixed ropes, was hit on the
hands. The result was two broken thumbs and a decision to retreat.

On the 26th they started down. The sky was cloudless and the ice slopes
now heavily laden with snow. Koshelenko was lowered, Ruchkin came next
setting up the rappel anchors, then Efimov and finally Odintsov. At around
3.30pm the team were on the lower section of the face and only five rope
lengths above the glacier, when they were pummelled by an avalanche that
left a two-metre groove in the slope above. At that point Efimov and Ruchkin
were together. They set up a belay on ice screws out of the fall line, then
proceeded to lower Koshelenko while Odintsov waited one pitch above.
Suddenly, another big avalanche hit. When Ruchkin finally emerged from
the debris, badly battered with three broken ribs and a damaged neck, he
found himself alone apart from two ice axes. Efimov, the rucksacks and
the remaining ice tools had been swept away.

Odintsov came down and the three descended painfully to the foot of the
face, where to their surprise they found Efimov sitting to one side of the
base of the avalanche cone and all their equipment scattered close by. While
his companions thought he had been killed in the avalanche, Efimov was
convinced he was the only survivor after his 350m fall and at around 4.00pm
had radioed Michail Bakin, a Russian doctor in base camp, to that effect.
Bakin, Odintsov, plus the injured Klenov and Koshelenko, managed to
transport Efimov, who had broken a leg and ribs, down to a safe point on
the glacier but not before they had another lucky escape when a huge rock
fall from the face above stopped in the avalanche cone just 20m away. The
path out from base camp was too narrow and precariously positioned to
carry an invalid, so the Russian's Laision Officer made a rapid descent to
Skardu to order a helicopter. There appears to have been a lengthy
administrative delay before one could be released but on 30 July and after
the intervention of the Russian Embassy, Bakin and Efimov were
successfully flown to Skardu hospital and the others were able to walk out,
arriving on the 3 August.

Ogre ID (6960m) Maurizio Giordani's five-member team of high
standard Italian rock climbers was defeated by a combination of high
technical difficulties, lack of time and bad weather on the SE Ridge of
what they refer to as the 'unclimbed Ogre ill'. This is the name given by the
Italians to the West Summit of Ogre II (6960m), which in their opinion is a
distinct top separated by two or three days' climbing from the Main or
Central Summit ascended in 1983 from the NW by a Korean expedition.

Arriving at their 4400m base camp on the Uzun Brakk Glacier in June,
the Italian team acclimatised and by the 17th had fixed 1000m of rope
up the approach couloir to a col at the start of the steep rocky section.
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Maurizio Girardi and Emanuele Pellizzari reached a similar high point to
the Japanese in 1981 before being forced down in a storm. They removed
all their equipment from the mountain except for 15 rappel anchors (each a
single bolt plus karabiner) in the gully.

Later this same pair attempted a new route on the nearby Ogre's Thumb
but retreated after five pitches (VII maximum) in a snowstorm. The
expedition cleaned the lower glacier of all sorts of rubbish, from abandoned
wrapping to shovels and tents, then hired two extra porters to take it all
back to Skardu. The SE Ridge is a very serious and technically difficult
climb, which will prove a challenging objective to future parties.

Western Karakoram
Solu and Sokha Glaciers Dave Wilkinson continued his exploration of
the largely unknown glacier basins accessed from the Arandu Valley with a
small expedition to the Solu Glacier immediately south of the Hispar. With
fellow British climbers Ken Findlay, Paul Hudson and Karl Zientek,
Wilkinson established base camp on 22 July at c3850m, a little way above
the herdsmen's encampment of Sugulu and three days' march from the
jeep road at Bizil. Although briefly visited and mapped during Shipton's
1939 expedition, there were no known reports of previous mountaineering
activities from the Solu Glacier. However, en route to base camp the British
party heard from locals that an expedition had visited the valley several
years before and climbed peaks from the glacier basin west of Singulu.

The British team chose to reconnoitre the unnamed side glacier rising
north from their base camp but found the abnormally dry winter and spring
had made approaches to many of the peaks both difficult and dangerous.

The team was also bugged by the generally very unsettled weather but
managed to climb one peak on the Hispar watershed ridge. They named
this Sekha Brakk, c5450m ('Dragonfly Peak'). Attempts on other peaks
in the region were thwarted by bad weather and although the team note
considerable potential for future parties, there is little that would give easy
climbing and approaches would be far from straightforward.

At the same time two British climbers, Ian Arnold and Dave Millman,
were visiting the adjacent Sokha Glacier to the south, where they managed
to climb one small peak. Arnold had visited the glacier twice before and in
1992 climbed the South Face of Pt. 5495m (IV+) and made a spirited
attempt on the difficult and serious North Face of Pt. 5956m, an unclimbed
peak on the main ridge SW of Sosbun Brakk, subsequently christened Sokha
Brakk. Little climbing has ever been attempted on the Sokha's dramatic
peaks, though the glacier was visited as early as the first part of last century
by the indefatigable Bullock-Workrnans and then again in the late 1930s
first by Tilman then by Scott Russell.

A small and primarily female group of British mountaineers planned to
spend the second half of July exploring the glacier north of Arandu. Base
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camp was reached but as a result of the previous lean winter and almost
continuous rain, feasible lines on accessible peaks were threatened either
by stonefall or avalanche. No climbs were completed but the team did find
evidence of a camp, which they surmised must have originated from the
Bullock-Workman expedition in the early 1900s. This glacier system was
also visited in 1959 by Tony Streather's British Army expedition, which
climbed a peak (provisionally named Gloster Peak) on the Hispar water
shed.

Pumari Chhish (c7350m) After an unsuccessful attempt in 1999, which
reached 6200m on the South Face of the unclimbed South Summit of
Pumari Chhish, Julie-Ann Clyma and Roger Payne returned in May for a
second attempt. However, this time the weather was considerably and con
sistently worse and the pair could do no more than reach 5300m on the
same line.

Lupghar West IT (7010m) A Frenchman, Nicolas Sieger, is thought to
have made what is possibly the first official ascent of Lupghar West IT in
the Hispar Muztagh. In early August Sieger's four-member team accessed
the mountain from Shiskat Village near to Gulmit on the Karakoram
Highway, but after the other three team members left for home when their
time ran out, Sieger is reported to have left base camp (4400m) at 7.00am
on 21 August, bivouacked at 5500m and then climbed all the way to the
summit to arrive at 9.00pm on the 22nd. The difficulties were sustained
above 6000m with sections of front-pointing to 70°. Sieger descended
through the night to regain his base camp at 7.OOam the following morning.
The Frenchman has applied to name the peak La Rochelle after his home
town.

Lupghar Sar is a collection of three summits of almost equal height on
an east-west axis above the Gharesa Glacier north of the Hispar River. The
West Summit was climbed in June 1979 via the SW Ridge by Austrians
and again in early August the same year by Japanese, who continued to
traverse the 1'/2 kilometre ridge to the Central Summit. The East Summit
is believed to have received an unauthorised ascent in the 1980s. All three
summits are quoted as c7200m, though not surprisingly the Japanese felt
the Central Summit to be fractionally higher. However, distant photographs
and the report made by the Italian expedition that climbed neighbouring
Dut Sar in 1993, imply that the East Summit is the highest.

Lupghar West II lies approximately two kilometres NW of Lupghar Sar
West and has long appeared an obvious target, being clearly visible from
the Highway. In 1986 two Spanish climbers explored an approach up the
Baltbar Glacier and discovered that the SW Spur of the mountain offered a
magnificent line.

Spantik (7028m) Two of the most significant ascents of the year occurred
early in the season in the Western Karakoram, when two parties climbed
different lines on the fabled NW Face of the Golden Pillar of Spantik
(7028m). These were a repeat, with two variations, of the 1987British Route,
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and a new line on the upper buttress left of the British Route, towards the
true crest of the pillar. The experienced multinational team responsible for
the two ascents comprised Mikhail Davy and Alexander Klenov from
Russia, Emmanuel Guy and Emmanuel Pellissier from France, Attila
Ozsvath from Hungary and Marko Preze1j from Slovenia. The team
established base camp (4600m) opposite the face during the fourth week of
May. In unsettled weather the two French and Prezelj first made an
acclimatisation ascent ofMe1angush Chish (5348m).

Following this, the four non-Russian members reached the Girgindal
Pass, from where the two French climbed a possibly virgin summit,
P. 6070m, which they christened Ha Chish.

Climbing in two independent groups, both teams set off together on
7 June for the foot of the initial tower. At the end of the day Guy, Ozsvath,
Pellissier and Prezelj were bivouacked at c5600m in a rimaye on the hanging
glacier below the upper pillar, having reached this point in only eight hours.
Following in their tracks, the two Russians reached the same point on the
following day, then continued slowly upward in poor weather while the
four-man team first tried to sit it out, then decided to retreat.

On the 12th the four started again and regained their former bivouac site
in just six hours, and early on the 13th they started on the upper pillar as a
rope of four, one person leading without a sack and the rest jumaring and
sack hauling. Prezelj remarked that his previous experience of difficult mixed
climbing in Scotland stood him in good stead. After 12 pitches the party
was able to install two bivouac tents on small ledges.

The next day they climbed a further 12 pitches in deteriorating weather
and in darkness reached a point just two pitches below the top of the pillar.
The following day, after leaving their precariously-positioned bivouac sites,
Prezelj led the final 'open-book corner' and a subsequent ice pitch to the
top. After a final bivouac (c6500m) near the top of the descent route, the
four down-climbed and rappeled the spur to reach base camp in one day.

The team were able to confirm that most of the climbing was between
Scottish 4 and 6. They did not consider the route to hold any exceptional
difficulties by today's mixed-climbing standards but they were full of praise
for the British first ascent by Mick Fowler and Victor Saunders which, at
the time, was a truly outstanding achievement and possibly the hardest
mixed route then climbed on a 7000m peak in the Himalaya/Karakoram.

Meanwhile the Russian pair had been forcing a difficult line towards the
left edge of the upper pillar. Davy and Klenov eventually made nine
portaledge bivouacs on the pillar, overcoming sustained and difficult terrain
involving pure rock climbing, mixed and aid climbing, and on occasions
climbing no more than three pitches a day. They finally traversed right to
join the final few pitches of the British Route, up which they finished to
place their 12th bivouac of the route beneath a cornice on the summit
plateau. The next day they reached the top in two hours and began a long
descent, following the tracks of the previous four climbers.
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The Russians quoted technical grades of F7a, A3 and 95° for their ascent
which was the product of characteristic determination and perseverance,
and won the two protagonists First Prize in the High Altitude Technical
Ascents class of the 2000 Russian Mountaineering Championships and a
nomination for the prestigious French award of the Piolet d'Or.

On the opposite side of the mountain four expeditions attempted the
increasingly popular SE Ridge from the head of the Chogolungma Glacier.
A joint French-Pakistan team were unable to make full use of the short
periods of fine weather but three members of Lev Ioffe's American-Russian
team, seven members of Iwazaki Hiroshi's Japanese expedition and nine
members from a Jagged Globe multi-national commercial expedition led
by David Hamilton all reached the summit. Despite the length of the route,
technical difficulties are relatively low and much of the ridge still negotiable
in poor weather, making it a much safer proposition than Diran for those
wishing to climb a non-technical, low 7000m peak in Pakistan.

Diran (7257m) Four expeditions had permits for this n57m peak south
of Hunza that has become a popular objective for commercial expeditions.
All were on the mountain at the end of July or throughout August and all
failed, one with tragic consequences. The Normal Route via the North Face
and West Ridge is relatively gentle in angle, cut by crevasses and seracs,
and quickly becomes avalanche-prone after snowfall. In the unsettled con
ditions of early August, as an Italian team led by the guide Nicolas Berzi
was high on the mountain, two members, Domenico Palandri and Oroar
Vecchio, were avalanched and killed.

Diran has a long history of fatalities. A safe and successful ascent relies
on tackling the climb only in stable snow conditions.

Phuparash (6824m) In the much neglected Phuparash Group betWeen
Spantik and Diran, Hideki Nakayama's three-member team failed in August
on the unclimbed Main Summit (6824m) ofPhuparash. A similarly small
Japanese expedition attempted this peak in 1997. The lower Central Summit
(6785m) was climbed in 1977 by a British team.

Rakaposhi (7788m) The three-man team of Andrew Barker, Adrian
Burgess and Paul Moores planned to attempt the unexplored East Face of
Rakaposhi (7788m) from the upper Bagrot Glacier. However, the very dry
conditions above made the glacier approach to the foot of the face extremely
dangerous and the mountain was not attempted.

Ultar (7388m) A four-member French expedition comprising Jerome
Blanc-Gras, Erwan le Lann, Christophe Profit and Herve Quallizza were
unsuccessful during May/ June on their project to ascend the giant c3600m
high South East Pillar of Ultar (7388m). This pillar, similar to but three
times the height of the Walker Spur, has been attempted only once previously
(by Japanese).

Nico Sar (c5800m) Americans, WaIter Keller and Amy Rice, made the
first ascent of Nico Sar, a peak off the Borth Glacier at 36° 33.917'N, 74°
09.399' E. After establishing base camp at c4750m on the Nercherkin
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Glacier, a subsidiary glacier branching steeply north from the Borth, the
pair placed two camps, at 5300m and 5650m, climbed almost 1000m of
excellent ice up to 70° and reached the summit on 12 August. They down
climbed and rappeled the same route.

WESTERN IDMALAYA

Nanga Parbat (8125m) All but two expeditions to Nanga Parbat were
attempting the Standard Diamir Face Route and of these only one was
successful. On the 9 July Lee Hong-Kil, Lee Hwa-Hyeung and Kwan Oh
Soo reached the 8125m summit at 1.00pm.

The Swiss climber, Erhard Loretan (41), with life-long climbing partner
Jean Troillet (52), was unsuccessful in his attempt on the massively long
and unclimbed Mazeno Ridge. Since 1995, when he finally completed all
fourteen 8000m peaks (the third man to do so) Loretan's two forays to
8000ers have both been on the Mazeno Ridge. The first, in 1997 with
Wojciech Kurtyka, failed about one-third of the way along this 15km crest,
which rises from the Mazeno Pass.

An even better-known name in world mountaineering, and one which is
very much associated with Nanga Parbat, is Reinhold Messner. Messner
first reached the summit in 1970 via a new route on the Rupal Face and
again in 1978 via another new route from the Diamir side. Last summer,
with Hans Peter Eisendle and Wolfgang Thomaseth, the 56-year-old
Messner made a surprise return to what could easily be termed his mountain
and on 29 July completed a new line up the NW Face.

The three mountaineers from the Slid-Tirol climbed the prominent, easy
angled snow face at the far left side of the Diamir Face, right of the long
NW Ridge that falls towards Ganalo Peak. The face rises from the upper
reaches of the Diamir Glacier and is guarded by a big serac barrier. The
three established a high camp below the face at around 6000m, then climbed
alpine style (of course) through the centre of the barrier and on up snow
slopes above to bivouac at nOOm. The following day they reached c7500m,
more or less joining the 1978 Slovak Route below the North Summit (7816m).
Above this point the team felt there was too much fresh snow to continue
to the North Summit or onwards towards the Main Summit via the Bazhin
Gap, and retreated back down their route. Other members of the expedition
included Reinhold's younger brother, 46-year-old Hubert.

It was during his epic descent of the Diamir face in 1970 that Reinhold
lost another younger brother, Gunther, in an avalanche. Reinhold himself
reached the valley more dead than alive and was cared for by the villagers
of Diamir. Now, as a token of his appreciation, Messner plans to build a
small school for the 50 or so children of the area and finance a teacher for
the first five years of its operation.
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IllNDU RAJ

Ishkoman
Kampur (5499m) The American Carlos Buhler and Russian Ivan Durashin
travelled to the Hindu Raj and made the first ascent of Kampur via the
l500m NW Face. After a bivouac at the bottom of the wall, the pair climbed
the face right of the central rock rib to exit on the NW Ridge. They reached
the summit in 19 hours from the foot of the face, enjoying many pitches of
fine mixed climbing.

This previously virgin peak lies north of Ishkoman overlooking the
Mathantir Valley. It was photographed by Schomberg as long ago as the
1930s and appears in the 1935 Alpine Journal. Buhler and Durashin are also
reported to have made ascents of several other small peaks in the area.

Pt. 6189m At the same time an Italian expedition under the leadership
of Franco Brunello was operating in the region, largely climbing and
mapping in the Chiantar Valley. The expedition climbed several routes,
notably the first ascent of the SW Face of Pt. 6189m, a l400m line with
sections up to 70°, which was achieved in just six hours by Tarcisio Bello.
The peak overlooks the Suj Glacier north of Mathantir. (See http:/ /
www.intraisass.it/news.htm)

Khan Sar (5708m) In August Tom Gleeson and Graham Rowbotham
(Canadian), Bryan Godfrey and Jock Jeffery (New Zealanders) and Peter
Ford and Simon Woods (British) visited an unnamed glacier basin above
the village of Borth in the Ishkoman Valley. Access via the Ishkoman Valley
proved problematic owing to widespread seasonal flooding, but eventually
the party was able to establish a c3600m base camp at a summer pasture
named Doaw Jrabe. The party first attempted an unnamed 5708m peak
but was forced to retreat when a tent at their 4800m camp was hit by a
large boulder, resulting in a fractured arm for the occupant, Tom Gleeson.

Following Gleeson's evacuation to Gilgit, the team made another attempt
and on the 24th were successful in reaching the summit via an ascent of the
East Face. Three camps were made above base and although the upper
section of the face was found to be badly avalanche-prone, a stable line was
eventually discovered leading directly to the summit. The peak was
christened Khan Sar after the expedition cook.

Shan Sar (c5500m) The five climbers mentioned above then attempted a
second peak, west of Khan Sar. Two camps were made, the highest at
5000m, and the summit was reached via the accommodating slopes of the
North Face leading to a final, heavily corniced ridge. This peak was chris
tened Shan Sar after the expedition's second cook and estimated to have an
altitude of c5500m. A subsequent attempt on a peak in an adjacent valley,
approached by crossing the East Flank of Shan Sar at a height of around
5200m, had to be abandoned.

Dhuli Chish (6531m) A French expedition (Delevaux, Gervaise and
Laurent) were unsuccessful on the 2000m high mixed North Face of Dhuli
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Chish. The team was one of the last to arrive in Pakistan, only starting for
their mountain in early September. Dhuli Chish lies west of the Darkot
Valley north of Yasin and was first climbed in 1973 via the West Face and
South Ridge by three Italians.

Uddin Zom (6010m) A four-man Anglo-New Zealand team comprising
Phil Amos, Adam Thomas, Simon Woods (all UK) and Jock Jeffery (NZ)
made the first ascent of 6010m Uddin Zom in the Matkesh/Ochiri Valley
(South Western Hindu Raj). In all, three attempts were made on the West
Face to North Ridge; a 1200m route of alpine D- (80°). The team was
defeated on its first two attempts by heavy snowfall at the 5430m-high camp
but the final attempt took place in good conditions from the 27-31 July,
after a week spent at base camp in almost constant rain.

The four were almost certainly the first climbers to explore the Matkesh/
Ochiri Valley. They named their peak after a local goatherd, on whose
summer pasture they pitched base camp. More information on this, the
Khan Sar expedition reported above, and one or two other exploratory
forays can be found on the website http://www.virginsummits.org

IllNDUKUSH

Istor-O-Nal NE Summit (7276m) During July and August ten members
of the Neuchatel section of the Swiss Alpine Club made a spirited attempt
on the unclimbed 7276m NE Summit of Istor-O-Nal. The only previously
known attempt on this peak occurred in 1977, when Japanese climbers
approached from the South Atrak Glacier to the north but they failed at
6500m owing to technically difficult rock and ice formations. Also
attempting the peak from the north, the Swiss, led by Simon Perritaz,
established base camp on the glacier at c4700m and Camp 1 on the upper
section of the glacier some five kilometres distant. The Swiss chose the
steep West Rib of Pt. 6241m, and after fixing l200m of rope, established
Camp 2 below this summit. They then rappeled 70m into the upper section
of the Japanese Couloir and followed it to the col at 6000m.

The ridge above proved narrow and difficult, with steep rock towers, ice
walls and large cornices. The expedition fixed a further 500m of rope and
placed Camp 3 at 6300m, above which the difficulties began to ease. Camp 4
(6800m) was established on 19 August. However, on the previous day a
huge rock fall cut the fixed ropes on the rib below Camp 2, leaving Antoine
Brenzikofer, Christian Meillard, Yan Smith and Jean-Micheal Zweiacker
the only climbers at Camp 3. With no hope of more supplies from below,
these four decided to try a summit dash from Camp 4 on the 21st. The
temperature that morning was - 30°C as the four left the tent and climbed
a couloir to the summit slopes. Unfortunately, these slopes proved steeper
and harder than expected. Progress slowed and feet became frozen. At
4.00pm the climbers had reached an altitude of 7170m. Although they knew
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the summit was in their grasp, they also knew it would need another two
hours to reach, followed by a difficult and cold descent. Wisely they elected
to retreat and with time running out no more attempts could be made.

Tirich Mir (7706m) To celebrate the 50th anniversary of the first ascent
of Tirich Mir (the highest peak in the Hindu Kush), Arne Naess's Norwegian
team held an anniversary reunion in the Hurrungane region of Norway in
July. All four summiters (Per Kvernberg, Henry Berg, Naess and Tony
Streather) were happily able to attend the celebrations.

Dir Gol Zom (6778m) Three members, including the leader, of Hidehiro
Minami's mature five-person Japanese team were successful on Dir Gol
Zom, a shapely peak which rises a short distance from the Upper Tirich
Glacier.

Noshaq (7492m) In June and July, Jamie McGuinness (New Zealand),
Murray Macpherson (Canada) and Martin Nielson (Denmark) from a five
member multi-national team made what is probably the first serious attempt
on this peak since 1978. Noshaq, which lies on the Afghan border north of
Tirich Mir, is both the second highest mountain in the Hindu Kush and the
highest peak in Afghanistan. The Normal Route climbs the long and gentle
West Ridge, which, were it not for the fact that it lies entirely in Afghanistan,
would now almost certainly be one of the most popular objectives for
commercially organised expeditions aiming to climb a high but non
technical peak. Up to its last ascent in 1978 before the Russian invasion the
following year, Noshaq had been climbed around 32 times and was the
first 7000m peak to receive a winter ascent.

The three climbers first followed a medial moraine between two unsta
ble ice falls, then climbed scree slopes to reach a rib on the SE Flank of the
South Ridge. Camp I was placed on the rib at 5850m and Camp 2 close to
the crest of the South Ridge at 6450m. Here the three had a lucky escape.
They decided to position their camp in the lee of a large serac, but during
the night the region experienced a significant earthquake, a common occur
rence in this part of the Hindu Kush and subsequently found to register 5+
on the Richter Scale. The next morning the serac was discovered to have
several large and ominous cracks. The tents were hurriedly moved and
during the following day the serac collapsed. The three climbers continued
up the South Ridge to approximately 6500m but a combination of altitude
and the apparent length and difficulty of the mixed section above led to a
retreat.
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The Ministry of Tourism has been forced to change premises owing to the
expiry of the lease on its former office. However, the Ministry now promises
full computerisation and it is thought that in the near future e-mail enquiries
and bookings will be possible. There was also an increased use of helicopter
services due to the current trend towards semi-privatisation of helicopters.
The provision of helicopter services for commercial and rescue purposes is
now in the hands of Askari Aviation. Contact askaria@isb.paknet.com.
pk. More air rescues took place last year not only due to the much greater
availability of helicopters but also because of an increased use of satellite
phones at base camps. However, permits are required for these and
applications must be made up to a month before the expedition arrives in
Pakistan.

In a very positive step, the Ministry of Tourism has announced a reduction
in the Additional Member Fee and is rumoured to be seriously considering
further royalty reduction. In the table below the Royalty quoted is that
currently required from expeditions with up to seven members. The old
and new fees for each additional member are shown.

Altitude of Peak Royalty (US$) Additional Members ($ per person)

OLD NEW

K-2 12000 3000 2000
8001-8500 9000 3000 1500
7501-8000 4000 1000 500
7001-7000 2500 500 300
6000-7000 1500 300 200
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